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EDITORIAL NOTE

The *Australian Indigenous Law Review* (‘AILR’) is a publication unique for its currency, expert commentary and international perspectives. It draws together legal developments from all areas affecting Indigenous peoples in Australia and around the world.

The AILR publishes detailed, peer-reviewed commentary from leading Australian and international experts. It also includes recent and relevant case law, publishing the most prominent cases alongside those which would otherwise go unreported.

Included in the last volume of each edition is a cumulative index.

The AILR is designed to complement the Indigenous Law Centre’s long-established publication, the *Indigenous Law Bulletin*.
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Artist’s Note

In 2006, Helen McCarthy Tyalmuty had her first solo exhibition in Melbourne. Further solo and group exhibitions, in Sydney and Perth, quickly followed. In August 2007, Helen was honoured to receive the People’s Choice Award at the 24th Telstra National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Art Awards for her painting Tyemeny Liman’s Wutinggi (Grandpa Harry’s Canoe). Helen was also a finalist at the 2008 Telstra Awards. Helen now devotes herself to painting full time. Helen now devotes herself to painting full time in her community at Bulgul, on the coast between Daly River and Darwin, and with her family in Darwin.

The artist explains the cover artwork entitled Wangi – the start of the wet: ‘This work was painted in Alice Springs and it was one of a series I did exploring a completely new artistic direction for me. Until this series, all my works had explored traditional topics from a bush point of view. In this series, I looked at traditional subjects from both a bush and a city perspective, and as a result, some of the iconography I have used clearly shows urban landscapes. I guess it recognises my heritage which is part Indigenous and part non-Indigenous. The painting itself talks about the start of the wet. Across the lighter part of the painting, we see the wind that has swung around from the desert and now comes from the north bringing the monsoons with it. It is at this time that the bush turns green and the edible plants start to spring up. But not only is the bush green, so is Darwin, my other home.’
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CONSTITUTIONAL VISION AND JUDICIAL COMMITMENT:
ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS IN CANADA

James (Sa’ke’j) Youngblood Henderson

Treaties serve to reconcile pre-existing Aboriginal sovereignty with assumed Crown sovereignty, and to define Aboriginal rights guaranteed by s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

Chief Justice McLachlin, Supreme Court of Canada

I Long Struggle, Difficult Transformation

After a long and difficult struggle to implement treaty rights and recognise Aboriginal rights in both the political forum and the courts in Canada and the United Kingdom, the United Kingdom’s Parliament repatriated Aboriginal and treaty rights. In the Canada Act 1982, the imperial Crown in Parliament transferred these rights from imperial law to the constitutional law of Canada, vesting them in the Aboriginal peoples of Canada. Section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982, which is part of the Canada Act 1982, elegantly summarises the catalytic transformation of an old truth:

The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognised and affirmed.

Section 25 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms affirmed that existing Aboriginal and treaty rights (as well as other rights and freedoms that pertain to them) would not be construed as being abrogated or derogated by the Charter’s rights and freedoms. These sections reflect the imperative need to constitutionally accommodate, recognise, and implement Aboriginal and treaty rights. They also require reconciliation with other constitutional powers.

These constitutional clauses were not a new statement of rights; they merely affirmed pre-existing Aboriginal sovereignty with the asserted British sovereign rights and the more than 300 imperial treaties that established the original constitutional order and now a new postcolonial constitutional order of Canada. The affirmation of these rights reflects the constitutional commitment to shape a new order guaranteeing the effective enjoyment of the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples, both collectively and individually.

The leaders of the constitutional movement to have Aboriginal and treaty rights affirmed were the First Nations Elders and the first generation of First Nations peoples educated in the Eurocentric systems in Canada. This trans-generational alliance used Aboriginal world views and legal traditions as well as Eurocentric strategies and persuasion, a vision of Aboriginal modernity, to accomplish the seemingly impossible by affirming Aboriginal and treaty rights over the objections of the Canadian provinces.

The patriated Constitution that directs Canadian life locates the shared and layered sovereignty of Canada in the First Nations and the imperial Crown. Differing levels of internal and external self-determination exist in the constitution of Canada for different people in a shared territory. The various peoples of Canada comprise the differential political sovereign, which generates the institutional form of life and society. As part of the supreme law of Canada, which is embodied in fragmented imperial treaties and acts, s 35 of the Constitution Act 1982 specifically directs and mandates recognition and affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights at every level of Canadian society, creating new contexts for the honourable interpretation of governmental responsibility and treaty rights in Canada. However, gaps exist between constitutional vision and commitment, and between commitment and implementation.

Most of the politicians and Canadians were (are) taken aback by the constitutional reform and vision, the differentiated...
coordinates of political sovereignty, and its necessary legal and institutional transformations. Superimposing an innovative vision of constitutionalism on Canadian consciousness derived from British colonialism is difficult and complicated, especially since it conflicts with existing knowledge structures, including cognitive themes, scripts, schemas, categories, and stereotypes, that ensured all sovereignty and power came from the imperial Crown. This cognitive dissonance is especially valid, when some of the involved parties have never shared in the new constitutional vision of Canada. The anxious public and resistant politicians and bureaucracies were lost in the implausible constitutional reforms, which they seemed to consider merely as prestigious rhetorical envelopes or devises rather than transformational law. They faced a myriad of challenges in the rights based regime that displaced a colonial system based on a theory of race or its supposed characteristics that condemned Aboriginal peoples to a derivative, marginal, and subjugated existence. Perhaps the greatest challenge governments and the public faced in the constitutional regime was transforming their knowledge and consciousness to conform to the emerging postcolonial order. This bewilderment and resistance has been and is reflected in the Canadian legal profession, literature, litigation, and institutions.

Faced with this federal and provincial resistance to implementing Aboriginal peoples’ rights, provincial governments attempted to litigate against the exercise of Aboriginal and treaty rights and the Canadian courts became an asymmetrical centre of the transformation in consciousness, knowledge, politics, and law. Faced with the constitutional reforms, the Supreme Court of Canada (‘Court’) found it was no longer able to be the rational and technical apostle of colonial federalism and legislation; it was no longer confined to its ‘proper function’, having no legal authority to invalidate statutes on the ground that they were contrary to fundamental moral or legal principles. When the Court, the highest court of appeal, began to explore ways of ensuring the practical conditions for the effective enjoyment of constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples, it discovered these rights changed the existing legal and institutional structure of Canada. The Court had to reinvent its procedures as it confronted the constitutional reform that stressed liberation from oppression, justice rather than injustice.

The Court found that the lower courts were inadequate to the task of directing the constitutional transformation. Most of the trial courts and courts of appeal failed in their initial attempts, leaving the Court to articulate the correct principles and insights. At first, the Court chose conceptions and strategies that implied keeping present institutional arrangements by requiring justification for any legislative infringements of Aboriginal and treaty rights, while controlling their consequences by judicial review of legislation. Its later conceptions and strategies, however, flipped the concept of sovereignty, implied change of the institutions and structured arrangements with Aboriginal peoples. The Court asserted institutional change by requiring constitutional convergence with constitutional powers of the federal and provincial governments with Aboriginal and treaty rights and constitutional reconciliation of these powers and rights. This emerging symbiosis analysis sought to harmonise the different sources of constitutional power and rights as well as to protect and implement the rights more effectively against state powers.

In almost fifty cases since 1982, the Court has begun to generate a truly Canadian legal system based on constitutionalism and legal and epistemic plurality, attempting to create fair processes for just, honourable government, and trans-systemic convergences and reconciliations of the common law traditions with the Aboriginal legal traditions. The Court’s trans-systemic approach to constitutional law developed innovative principles of adjudication that creates a unique reorientation of Canadian constitutional jurisprudence. Most politicians and the public have been flabbergasted by the Court’s unfamiliar trans-systemic constitutional symbiosis that empowered Aboriginal and treaty rights. They were still operating on an unreflective colonial paradigm and remained an intolerant and perplexed society.

The Court has determined that the wording of s 35(1) of the Constitution Act 1982 – the recognition and affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights – provides a trans-systemic constitutional framework through which the fact that First Nations lived on the land in distinctive societies with their own sovereignty, legal orders, practices, traditions and cultures was brought within the protection of the constitutional law of Canada. The Court has held that the phrase ‘recognised and affirmed’ in s 35(1) establishes constitutional supremacy over parliamentary supremacy, recognises the ultimate principle of Aboriginal sovereignty upon which asserted British authority was constructed, generates a sui generis approach to Aboriginal and treaty
rights to displace positivism and the common law, and establishes honourable government over good government.

The Court articulated that constitutionalising Aboriginal and treaty rights has displaced and transformed the colonial and racial understandings of Aboriginal peoples’ rights in relation to other constitutional powers and rights. Section 35 affords constitutional protection to existing Aboriginal peoples’ rights against provincial and federal legislative power as a ‘restraint on the exercise of sovereign power’ and requires that a strict justification test be met. It did not constitutionalise existing federal or provincial regulatory laws, but its convergence principle forced federal and provincial law to be consistent with Aboriginal peoples’ rights.

Moreover, the Court held that Charter rights of individuals could not override Aboriginal and treaty rights or ameliorative or remedial law, policy or programs of the Crown designed to pro-actively combat discrimination and aimed at helping Aboriginal peoples improve their situation and process to self-sufficiency. Legislation that distinguishes between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in order to protect interests associated with Aboriginal sovereignty, territory, culture or way of life, or the treaty process or implementation deserves to be shielded from Charter scrutiny to promote substantive equality.

In their efforts to comprehend the deep structure of Aboriginal and treaty rights, its Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions, the Canadian courts, including the Court, have been burdened by the lack of a method to comprehend the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples. The way in which the common law and civil law jurists approached the issue of method and evidence in these cases has been largely determined by the severely limited fund of basic schemes of explanation available in Eurocentrism, an entrenched prejudice in knowledge. In fact, one might say that all these methods are variations on two types: logical analysis and causal explanation. The logical and the causal methods serve as the starting points for two ways of dealing with the problem of rational method, explanation, and justification. Each method attempts to provide an interpretation of what it means to account for something both in the sense of telling what it is like (which is description) and in the sense of establishing why it had to follow from something else (which is explanation in the strict sense).

This article will explore and analyse the trans-systemic symbiosis of the Court’s constitutional framework that is required in the constitutional reconciliation of Aboriginal and treaty rights with the older parts of the constitution. It will address how the Court, in its cautious case-by-case approach, has generated innovative methods and principles to displace colonialism and racism in the law according to its constitutional mandate. It will articulate how the Court has affirmed that constitutional supremacy displaces Parliamentary supremacy; its judicial recognition of the constitutional grundnorm of Aboriginal sovereignty; its development of a sui generis approach to Aboriginal and treaty rights that displaces the familiar common law and legal positivism approach to constitutional power and rights; its validation of the distinct knowledge systems and legal tradition of the Aboriginal peoples that informs its sui generis approach to Aboriginal peoples’ constitutional rights; its generation of the innovative concepts of the honour of the Crown and honourable governance to guide the relationship between constitutional powers and Aboriginal and treaty rights; and its development of the trans-systemic symbiosis approach in constitutional convergence and reconciliation of the legal traditions of the Aboriginal people with the common and civil law traditions.

The Court developed these approaches as a transformative method to protect Aboriginal peoples, their distinct knowledge systems, legal traditions, and way of life. The subject is crucial, and its importance is daunting. These principles also inform institutional change and peoplehood (and citizenship) in Canada. They embody both conceptual and practical arrangements. Still, the Court has not resolved many central issues in its complicated and fragmentary approach to explaining Aboriginal and treaty rights to power holders in Canada.

II Constitutional Supremacy Displaces Parliamentary Supremacy

Section 52(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 expresses constitutional supremacy:

The Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Canada, and any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or effect.
Section 52(1) creates a different, if not distinct, theory of the constitution of Canada as compared to the constitution of the United Kingdom, which is based on the supremacy of Parliament and its legislation and has no overriding constitutional supremacy clause. In the *Quebec Secession Reference*, a unanimous Court established an analytical framework for constitutional supremacy. It implicitly includes unwritten imperial common law principles, norms, and rules that created the framework for Aboriginal rights and imperial treaties with First Nations.

The convergence doctrine is a complicated nexus of constitutional supremacy. Under the principle of constitutional supremacy and the rule of law, the Court has established that the individual elements of the constitution are linked to the others, and must be interpreted by reference to the structure of the constitution as a whole. The defining principles function in constitutional ‘symbiosis’. No one principle or text trumps or excludes the operation of any other. The basic rule of constitutional supremacy is ‘that one part of the constitution cannot be abrogated or diminished by another part of the Constitution’. For example, the application of Charter rights cannot abrogate or derogate from rights or privileges guaranteed by, or under, the *Constitution Act 1867*. The Court has stated that no automatic repeal by ordinary legislation or judicial interpretation of any provision of the constitution of Canada is possible. However, action taken by legislatures or people is, of course, subject to judicial review. The convergent (or symbiotic doctrine) of constitutional supremacy principle is an innovative and enduring interpretative process, which, the Court suggests, breathes life into the constitution of Canada.

In *Manitoba Language Rights* and *Sparrow*, the Court established that the highest duty of the judiciary under s 52 is to ensure that the constitutional law prevails over the law of Canada and each of the provinces. The judiciary’s duty is to ensure that legislatures do not transgress the limits of their constitutional authority and engage in the inconsistent exercise of legislative power. In the *Manitoba Language Rights* case, the Court stated that the words ‘of no force or effect’ in s 52 mean that a law inconsistent with the constitution has no force or effect because it is invalid. It established that:

> [t]he Constitution of a country is a statement of the will of the people to be governed in accordance with certain principles held as fundamental and certain prescriptions restrictive of the powers of the legislature and government. It is, as s. 52 of the *Constitution Act, 1982* declares, the “supreme law” of the nation, unalterable by the normal legislative process, and unsuffering of laws inconsistent with it. The duty of the judiciary is to interpret and apply the laws of Canada and each of the provinces, and it is thus our duty to ensure that the constitutional law prevails.

The courts cannot allow either federal or provincial legislation to exceed the limits of the established constitutional mandate; the consequence of such non-compliance continues to be invalidity, making the action of no force and effect. In effect, this is a constitutional veto of legislation, regulation, and policy.

This constitutional supremacy test applies to Aboriginal and treaty rights protected under s 35(1). Under constitutional supremacy, the Court in *Sparrow* has acknowledged that constitutional rights of First Nations are part of the supreme law of the nation and unalterable by the normal legislative process, and unsuffering of laws inconsistent with it. The Court held that the judiciary has a duty when asked ‘to ensure that the constitutional law prevails’, and a vital duty if the constitutional rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are to be protected.

Legislation and regulations have to be consistent with the Aboriginal peoples’ rights. These rights cannot be extinguished by governmental power; such action would be *ultra vires*. The Court has rejected the argument that Aboriginal and treaty rights are subject *ab initio* to governmental power: it established that express governmental standards in legislation or regulations respecting Aboriginal and treaty rights are required. The Court rejected discretionary or covert governmental regulation of Aboriginal or treaty rights. Governmental legislation and regulations must give explicit direction to a minister that is consistent with Aboriginal peoples’ rights. These governmental regulations must explain how public servants should exercise their discretionary authority in a manner that would respect these constitutionalised rights.

The centrepiece of constitutional convergence and reconciliation of constitutional supremacy is the Court’s articulation of a new version of Canadian ‘sovereignty’ — ‘[t]he Constitution is the expression of the sovereignty of the people of Canada.’ Different peoples generate the institutional form of life and society. They are where human
interests meet ideals, and the human spirit struggles with structure. Constitutionalism is not a separate thing; it is an expression of all society and culture. The will of the peoples creates constitutionalism, which informs and broadens the conversation about the institutional present and the institutional futures of society:

Constitutionalism facilitates – indeed, makes possible – a democratic political system by creating an orderly framework within which people may make political decisions. Viewed correctly, constitutionalism and the rule of law are not in conflict with democracy; rather, they are essential to it.43

Also, the Court has stated: ‘the law … creates the framework within which the “sovereign will” is to be ascertained and implemented.”44 This is a simple conclusion of postcolonial sovereignty and constitutional legitimacy. This principle is consistent with the language and insights of sovereignty by Aboriginal peoples.45 Constitutionalism seeks not only to humanize Canadian institutions but also to change them based on peoplehood not citizenship. The colonial legal regime and its advocates have to transform to constitutionalism; its understanding of constitutional law and its practice of legal symbiosis has to change from the bottom up and from the inside out. The public, politicians, and scholars have to comprehend that they can no longer imagine that constitutional law, institutions, and legal theories are inherited, ready-made European systems.

This conceptualisation of the relationship of political sovereignty to constitutional supremacy displaces the imperial Crown’s and United Kingdom’s concept of an unwritten constitutional law that posits parliamentary sovereignty over the peoples of Canada. It replaces the colonial framework and narrative developed during the era of parliamentary supremacy.46

The distinctive principle of parliamentary sovereignty or supremacy was entirely the construction of Oxford men;47 the principle derives from writings of Coke, and Blackstone, and was widely popularized in the imperial age by Dicey.48 Dicey’s conceptualisation of the principle stated:

The principle of parliamentary sovereignty means neither more nor less than this, namely, that Parliament [defined as the Queen, the House of Lords, and the House of Commons, acting together] … has, under the English Constitution, the right to make or unmake any law whatever; and, further, that no person or body is recognised by the law as having a right to override or set aside the legislation of Parliament.49 Dicey did not cite a clear judicial decision of binding authority for his absolutist view of parliamentary power, nor did he point to any reference to it in any statute or constitutional instrument.50 This principle is not laid down in any parliamentary legislation.

The North American colonialists assumed this principle applied to the development of local government. They based their governments on British parliamentary traditions as affirmed in imperial acts, rather than the antecedent imperial treaty delegations from Aboriginal nations. They founded their assumption and beliefs on an unwritten British constitutional tradition, which they viewed as close to perfect, and they sought to reproduce it into the governance of their communities.51 They assumed all their laws emanated from the Crown, and could be traced, ultimately, to the will of that Sovereign in Parliament at Westminster, rather than their own local legislatures. In their path from imperial rule to self-rule, the colonialists never critically inquired about the validity of these principles; instead they sought to adopt them to local government.52 Thus, the validity and authority of their use of power and law could ultimately and comfortably be traced back to the Sovereign’s prerogative, to the decisions of the Sovereign’s judges, and to the Sovereign in Parliament at ‘home’. It provided a simple, ready means of tracing the lineage of their law. This assumption, however, was only part of the constitutional lineage.

The colonialists’ beguiling and enduring identification of the fundamental source of law as parliamentary sovereignty concealed the constitutional lineage of Aboriginal sovereignty and the imperial treaties that delegated the imperial Crown its authority. In the colonial narrative of Canada, as created by legislation and judicial decisions, Aboriginal sovereignty and treaty orders have been masked by parliamentary supremacy and the delegation of that supremacy to responsible government and good government for the British and French colonialists.53 The colonial assumption became that the sovereignty of Parliament was ‘received’ or carried over into Canadian constitutional order after the enactment by the imperial Parliament of the Constitution (British North America) Act, 1867.54 However, this construction had certain legal anomalies created by colonisation theory – that the new Canadian Parliament and its distinct provincial federation was still legally subordinate to the imperial Parliament and
that Canadian courts were subject to review, on appeal, by an imperial tribunal, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, sitting in London. In the late 19th century, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council held that when the imperial Parliament granted power to colonial legislatures to make laws for the ‘peace, welfare, and good government’ of their colonies, this granted them power of the same nature, as plenary and absolute, as its own power.56

These colonial assumptions and judicial interpretations had not been challenged in Canadian ideology, legislation, and precedents prior to the Canada Act 1982. The colonialists – neither their academics, nor legal profession – never suggested that their assertion of Crown sovereignty was an ‘ugly fiction’.56 They never suggested the Crown or UK Parliament lacked unlimited legislative competences.57 No subject or colonialist would have suggested that the principle of parliamentary sovereignty was a ‘huge, ugly, Victorian monument that has dominated the legal and constitutional landscape and exerted a hypnotic effect on the legal perception’.58 No British-trained lawyers were ever told that they had been ‘brain-washed ... in [their] professional infancy by the dogma of legislative sovereignty’.59 Yet, this is part of the truth of colonised legal consciousness. The colonial legal consciousness has been characterised by Justice Michael Kirby of the High Court of Australia as the times of ‘fairytales’, of the Aladdin’s cave of the common law, of the declaratory theory of law, and the ‘Victorian monuments’ of legal positivism.60

The entrenchment of Aboriginal and treaty rights and personal rights and freedoms in the Charter as part of constitutional supremacy in the Canada Act 1982 revealed the limitation of the principle of parliamentary supremacy. The sovereignty of the Crown, that is, parliamentary supremacy, as the colonial legal grundnorm still prevails in the courts, but when confronted with Aboriginal peoples’ rights these principles are not persuasive. The Court is displacing many of the pragmatic abeyances, biases, and prejudices of the colonial legal era with Aboriginal and treaty rights and the interpretative doctrine of constitutional convergence and reconciliation discussed above. These doctrines of constitutional supremacy have modified the inherited principle of parliamentary supremacy over Aboriginal and treaty rights.

The Court has recognised that Aboriginal and treaty rights in the constitution required a new, complex, and comprehensive theory of constitutional supremacy. Interstitially and incrementally, the Court has structured innovative doctrines out of many constitutional principles, while paying due regard to constitutional stability and practicality. In trying to work out answers to these questions today, it has faced fictions and inconsistent claims about the basis of sovereignty and rights in postcolonial Canada. Based on these innovative case-by-case interpretations of constitutional law, the Court discovered that Aboriginal knowledge and philosophy operated to affirm and protect Aboriginal sovereignty in the constitutional framework of Canada. This evolved and living constitutional law is challenging governments and Aboriginal peoples to develop more effective approaches for addressing Aboriginal and treaty rights and to create trans-systemic convergence and reconciliation.

III Recognising the Constitutional Grundnorm of Aboriginal Sovereignty

As part of constitutional supremacy, the Court has established a new patriated constitutional grundnorm of Aboriginal sovereignty.65 The Court reaffirmed Aboriginal sovereignty as a new fundamental basis for the legitimacy of constitutional law and legislation in Canada and its converging role in shared governance in the ‘eternal future’. The Court recognised that Aboriginal and treaty rights presuppose Aboriginal sovereignty, which is a grundnorm that is the foundation not only for the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples, but also other constitutional powers and rights. It has not worked out the conclusion or implications of this insight in an existing case, but this is its task in future litigation or constitutional reconciliation.

In Van der Peet, the Court began to explain how the diverse Aboriginal confederacies, nations, tribes, peoples, societies, cultures, communities, and families exist in imperial constitutional law, and why they were recognised and affirmed as holding Aboriginal rights in s 35(1) of the Constitution Act 1982:

because of one simple fact: when Europeans arrived in North America, aboriginal peoples were already here, living in communities on the land, and participating in distinctive cultures, as they had done for centuries. It is this fact, and this fact above all others, which separates aboriginal peoples from all other minority groups in Canadian society and which mandates their special legal, and now constitutional, status.66
This simple fact is more than historical description; it is a fact or premise that creates the ultimate constitutional principle or grundnorm or deep structure in the patriated constitutional law of Canada. It displaces the previous factual concept of Crown sovereignty in British constitutional law, which has always been a political fact in Great Britain's unwritten constitution. As mentioned above, no purely constitutional or legal authority can be constituted for the concept in Britain, much less in North America. Yet, the colonialists have never represented this British premise as the ultimate constitutional principle in North America.

Nonetheless, the deeper and invisible, impalpable but powerful, constitutional grundnorm in North America has always been Aboriginal sovereignty. The pre-existing sovereignty of the First Nations was manifest in imperial treaties and affirmed in the constitutionalisation of Aboriginal peoples’ rights.

The arrival of Europeans and the assertions of European sovereignty over Aboriginal territories generated new questions about sovereignty, jurisdiction, and ownership of land and resources. The British Crown's response was to enter into imperial treaties with the Aboriginal sovereigns. While the grundnorm was the foundation of the imperial treaties and prerogative acts, it was not disclosed in the ensuing imperial parliamentary acts that established delegated responsible government among the non-Aboriginal settlers in British North America. This situation was reflective of the division of prerogative jurisdiction of the Crown and its treaties from Parliament's competencies.

Aboriginal sovereignty re-emerged in the patriation of Canada from residual imperial authority in the recognition and affirmation of Aboriginal rights and existing treaty rights. It provides a trans-systemic constitutional norm and rule of recognition that protects Aboriginal legal traditions, heritage, and imperial treaties, the beginning of a chain of normative validity of sui generis analysis. This foundational norm revises Crown sovereignty of the colonial era. The grundnorm of Aboriginal sovereignty mandates a reorientation of the constitutional framework of Canada.

Aboriginal sovereignty is the foundation for existing Aboriginal and treaty rights in the constitution. As Chief Justice McLachlin noted: 'Treaties serve to reconcile pre-existing Aboriginal sovereignty with assumed Crown sovereignty, and to define Aboriginal rights guaranteed by s 35 of the Constitution Act 1982.' These sovereignty treaties permitted the Crown certain responsibilities in Aboriginal territory, including British settlement, and provided for British law to control the conduct of the settlers. These treaty delegations created the source for the Crown delegation of self-rule to the colonialists and led to the establishment of provinces and the federal government.

The source of the grundnorm is derived from pre-existing Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions. Aboriginal sovereignty is derived from and interrelated with Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions about what makes them a certain kind of people. It existed when European adventurers arrived. Its existence is recognised and affirmed by the British Sovereign in the imperial treaties, which establish vested treaty federalism and rights as distinct from provincial federalism.

Aboriginal sovereignty has always operated by its own force derived from the knowledge and languages of Aboriginal peoples. In Aboriginal thought, sovereignty is not about absolute power, but the subtle art of generating and sustaining relationships. It is a distinct vision about the way humans lived together and behaved in a kinship and an ecosystem, a distinct tradition of philosophies and humanities. It is a distinct philosophy of justice and legal traditions based on spiritual and ecological understandings and linguistic conventions that are interconnected. It operates as an implicit, inherent, dramatic, epistemic, unwritten, and living concept.

In constitutional law and its relationship to federal and provincial legislation and policy, Aboriginal sovereignty generates the judicial mandate to protect Aboriginal peoples’ rights, heritage, traditions, culture, and traditional and transformed ways of life. It separates Aboriginal peoples from all other peoples in Canada who migrated to Canada. It generates a distinct theory of equality of law in constitutional supremacy. These constitutional obligations contain many principles and manifestations, some implicit, others explicit, such as pre-existing systems of Aboriginal knowledge and law, and its distinctive sovereignties, nations, societies or legal orders, and Aboriginal title or land tenures. These judicial interpretative principles rely upon and animate the latent Aboriginal peoples’ knowledge and traditions, which provide the content to Aboriginal sovereignty, title, and rights as well as the substantive, evidentiary, and procedural processes of Aboriginal and
treaty rights. They clarified the underlying jurisprudential framework of Aboriginal peoples’ rights.

The grundnorm of Aboriginal sovereignty and its implicit principles in s 35 animate a resourceful constitutional analysis that searches for underlying principles of jurisprudence, which is an exceptional and extraordinary transformation in Canadian scholarship and law. It provides the Canadian scholarly and legal profession with a foundation for developing a sui generis constitutional analysis or method, perhaps based on Aboriginal languages, through which the imported jurisprudences can be reconciled with Aboriginal jurisprudence.

Many related constitutional purposes, methods of constitutional analysis, and legal consequences flow from Aboriginal sovereignty. The Court has identified several constitutional purposes that include: determining the historical rights of Aboriginal peoples and giving Aboriginal rights constitutional force to protect them against legislative powers, precluding the unilateral extinguishment of Aboriginal peoples’ rights, sanctioning challenges to social and economic policy objectives embodied in legislation to the extent that Aboriginal rights are affected, assisting in reconciling the rights and interests that arise from their distinctive societies with the sovereignty of the Crown, providing Aboriginal peoples with a solid constitutional base for fair recognition of Aboriginal rights and negotiations and settlement of Aboriginal claims, and a commitment to recognise, value, protect, and enhance their distinctive cultures.

Properly understood, Aboriginal sovereignty is the source of all law in Canada. Aboriginal sovereignty flips the colonial concept of all power being derived from the imperial Crown or imperial Parliament. This grundnorm creates a distinct way of looking at the patriated constitution of Canada and the division of powers; however, this concept is still little understood by most courts, politicians, academics, and Canadians. Much dialogue and discussion in constitutional reconciliation processes will be required to actualise the new grundnorm.

IV Sui Generis Approach Replaces the Common Law and Legal Positivism Approach

In searching for how to characterise the constitutional framework of Aboriginal peoples’ rights and its background of Aboriginal sovereignty, the Court chose to characterise these rights as sui generis. It properly rejected using the existing categories of legal theory and judicial reasoning embedded in the common law or legal positivism for these extraordinary constitutional rights. Yet, the judiciary struggles to generate a trans-systemic method to displace the Eurocentric monopoly and baggage of colonial attitudes and sympathies embedded in familiar judicial methods, evidence, and reasoning.

The Court borrowed its concept of sui generis from the language of empire to discuss distinct legal traditions and rights. The expression was originally created by European scholastic philosophy to indicate an idea, an entity, or a reality that cannot be included in a wider concept, and that is structurally outside all legally defined categories, a species that heads its own genus. The concept derived and borrowed from the Latin language: su (of its own) connected with generis, genitive of genus (kind), meaning self generating; being the only example of its kind; of a kind of one’s own; without equal. It is translated into English as constituting a class of its own; whatever is absolutely unique or distinctive about something. In other words — a distinct knowledge system from Eurocentrism.

The Court’s use of sui generis analysis is based on the realization that the extraordinary sources of Aboriginal legal traditions and jurisprudence were beyond their legal training and experience. The legal concept of sui generis was used to signify a legal tradition that the Court could not acknowledge as its own. In Sparrow, the Court defined the sui generis nature of Aboriginal rights by focusing on specific activities, rather than methods, but Van der Poet rephrased the focus as ‘an element of a practice, custom or tradition integral to the distinctive culture of the Aboriginal group claiming the right’. Their epiphanic opinions reveal they were uncomfortable with and incapable of articulating the sui generis interpretative paradigm outside the existing legal traditions and knowledges of the Canadian legal system. They realised, however, that the imperial and Canadian jurisprudence was neither a legitimate nor an adequate framework for explaining Aboriginal or treaty rights. This realisation generates the need to protect and enhance distinct Aboriginal knowledge systems and distinctive cultures.

The Court’s use of sui generis illustrates a distinct constitutional method for Aboriginal and treaty rights. It attempts to describe and explain an Aboriginal method of
symbiosis, one that is not derived from and is distinct from British, French, or European jurisprudence.

In Van der Peet, the Court began the work of articulating and understanding what constitute distinct Aboriginal legal traditions.\(^91\) In Van der Peet, the Court rejected the application of the European enlightenment or colonial ideology as informing Aboriginal rights:

"Aboriginal rights cannot, however, be defined on the basis of the philosophical precepts of the liberal enlightenment. Although equal in importance and significance to the rights enshrined in the Charter, aboriginal rights must be viewed differently from Charter rights because they are rights held only by aboriginal members of Canadian society. They arise from the fact that aboriginal people are aboriginal."\(^92\)

This constitutional exclusion makes most, if not all, Eurocentric enlightenment philosophies and methods of very limited utility in recognising, defining or describing Aboriginal legal traditions, sovereignty, and rights. The excluded philosophical precepts of the liberal enlightenment relied on the priority of reason over religious or hereditary authority to establish individual freedom and social progress, using logical and causal entailment in social theory and law, calling the concept ‘rationalism’ or legal positivism or related forms of rationalising legal analysis.\(^93\) Logic and causality as rationalising legal analysis fail as sufficient methods for Aboriginal rights because they are products of the European enlightenment and because they are distinct from Aboriginal knowledge systems, languages, and traditions.

To put this complex task of constitutional definition of Aboriginal rights more precisely, the Court acknowledged that it has to develop new methods of \textit{sui generis} analysis of Aboriginal rights. It has to discover and apply certain forms of relationship derived from Aboriginal knowledge systems, which follow distinct methods. It can apply Eurocentric logic or causality in the short term, but the results may well be biased by the imposition of Eurocentric methods on Aboriginal knowledge. Under the Court’s conception of Aboriginal rights in the constitution, no justifications exist for granting primacy to Eurocentric methods over Aboriginal methods in Aboriginal rights and some treaty rights because they are distinct. Neither the continued reliance on logical entailment nor causal explanation has been reconciled with Aboriginal verb-centred languages and consciousness that represents a holistic approach to life that acknowledges the interrelatedness of all the elements of a situation.\(^94\) Moreover, these Eurocentric methods ignore the importance Aboriginal consciousness attributes to relationships and to one another’s acts or interests against the background of the relationship. This consciousness is what gives Aboriginal conduct and thought its distinctly legal, social, and human meaning. To disregard this Aboriginal meaning is to neglect an integral part of the experience for which an account is to be given and the internal perspective of Aboriginal rights.

Recognising this paradox, the Court declared that rights associated with Aboriginal sovereignty and jurisprudences are equal to (but distinct from) the rights of the liberal enlightenment and the Charter.\(^95\) The task of the judiciary is recognising or defining these distinct Aboriginal rights by certain Aboriginal methods:

which recognises that aboriginal rights are \textit{rights} but which does so without losing sight of the fact that they are rights held by aboriginal people because they are \textit{aboriginal}. The Court must neither lose sight of the generalized constitutional status of what s. 35(1) protects, nor can it ignore the necessary specificity which comes from granting special constitutional protection to one part of Canadian society. The Court must define the scope of s. 35(1) in a way which captures \textit{both} the aboriginal and the rights in aboriginal rights.\(^96\)

The Dickson Court emphasised the importance of the internal vision of Aboriginal rights. It stated that when analysing Aboriginal rights under s 35(1), ‘it is ... crucial ... to be sensitive to the aboriginal perspective itself on the meaning of the rights at stake.’\(^97\) In Delgamuuk\(\)e, the Court has acknowledged that these perspectives can be ‘gleaned, in part, but not exclusively, from their traditional laws, because those laws were elements of the practices, customs and traditions of aboriginal peoples’.\(^98\) They operate at every step of the constitutional analysis.

The Court's characterisation of what Aboriginal rights are not is fully developed, but struggle with the sources of Aboriginal rights is in a rudimentary state. This is inevitable, since the Court is engaged in a revisionary analysis of great difficulty and profundity. The justices are searching for a vantage point that they are developing. The Court has been struggling with defining Aboriginal rights in a Eurocentric tradition, but has not attempted to articulate the internal Indigenous method or procedure embedded in the distinct Aboriginal legal traditions.\(^99\) It has not clarified the relations between purpose
and being in performance-based Aboriginal legal traditions, the link between those traditions that describe and those that ordain, or its approach to factual irregularities and customs, or the nature of Aboriginal reasoning about necessity, sequence, time, causation, and objectivity, as expressed in their languages.\textsuperscript{100}

Because of the \textit{sui generis} nature of Aboriginal and treaty rights, the Court has demanded a unique approach to the existing procedural and evidentiary law of the various courts, which accords due weight to the perspective of Aboriginal peoples.\textsuperscript{101} The Court found that the traditional rules of evidence law, which are the consciousness of the court, were not necessarily conducive or appropriate to a culturally sensitive consideration of Aboriginal knowledge, legal traditions, or histories. In adjudicating Aboriginal and treaty cases, the Court has held that trial courts must adapt the law of evidence to accommodate Aboriginal law and oral histories and approach the rules of evidence in light of the evidentiary difficulties inherent in these claims and they must interpret that evidence presented in the same spirit.\textsuperscript{102}

Until the law of evidence is made consistent with Aboriginal peoples’ rights, judges should apply the existing rules in a broad and flexible manner commensurate with Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions until the \textit{sui generis} Aboriginal traditions and methods are placed on an equal footing with other types of historical evidence.\textsuperscript{103}

The initial way the Court has sought to accomplish this substantive task is through a constitutionally purposive approach that identifies the activities or interests that Aboriginal and treaty rights were intended to protect.\textsuperscript{104} The purposive approach, based on a principle-based and policy-oriented style of legal reasoning, will ensure that the recognition and affirmation of Aboriginal and treaty rights are constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{105} The Court’s interpretative meanings of Aboriginal peoples’ rights requires that courts acknowledge their unique knowledge system, languages, consciousness, and ways of life that are protected by both general principles of constitutional interpretation and distinct principles specifically relating to Aboriginal and treaty rights.\textsuperscript{106} These rights should not be viewed as static and only relevant to current circumstances; they are dynamic and transforming.\textsuperscript{107}

The distinct system of Aboriginal peoples’ rights and responsibilities, even though it might not be of a type or form that the common or civil law has recognised, was recognised under the British imperial constitutional law,\textsuperscript{108} within the common law,\textsuperscript{109} and in the constitutional supremacy.\textsuperscript{110} In \textit{Sundown}, the Court stated that ‘Aboriginal and treaty rights cannot be defined in a manner which would accord with common law concepts of title to land or the right to use another’s land’.\textsuperscript{111} However, the Court has also noted that ‘a court must take into account the perspective of the Aboriginal people claiming the right … while at the same time taking into account the perspective of the common law’ such that ‘[t]rue reconciliation will, equally, place weight on each’.\textsuperscript{112} This generates an innovative yet complex trans-systemic analysis in constitutional law between the two legal systems.

\textbf{V Distinct Legal Traditions}

The Court has discussed the distinct ‘traditional laws’,\textsuperscript{113} ‘traditional customs’,\textsuperscript{114} and ‘practices’ of First Nations as the foreground of Aboriginal knowledge systems and sovereignty.\textsuperscript{115} It has noted that these legal traditions are based on oral traditions\textsuperscript{116} and histories\textsuperscript{117} that illuminate Aboriginal sovereignty and law.\textsuperscript{118} The Court has stated that Aboriginal legal traditions are those things passed down, and arising, from the pre-existing legal teaching, heritages, and customs of Aboriginal peoples.\textsuperscript{119} But to Aboriginal peoples and their system of knowledge, understanding of traditions is distinct from the Court’s thin and static meanings of pastness or replicating past practices based on Eurocentrism. In the European enlightenment, for example, a distinction between tradition and reason was developed to revolt against the inequalities of European aristocratic society. Based on this distinction the Eurocentric concept of rationalised legal analysis and rights were developed.

Aboriginal concepts of tradition are a method of learning and contemplation. This involves bringing oral processes or ceremonies that integrate new insights, attitudes, and practices through dynamic ways of life and learning that adapt to changing environments and situations. It involves a distinct version of thinking about time, which is distinct from the Eurocentric linear extension of the past to the present and a discernible future. Aboriginal traditions are not comprehensive, they are always becoming. They are open, ongoing, renewing processes of lifelong learning. They were never static forms of social order, as the disruptive concept of ‘the trickster’ in Aboriginal traditions and literature reveals.\textsuperscript{120}
These Aboriginal legal traditions contain many perspectives concerning Aboriginal knowledge and sovereignty. They do not present a singular vision of a good mind or a balanced relationship, but many.\textsuperscript{121} For example, Aboriginal knowledge and sovereignty has always been based on relationships and the subtle arts of sustaining peaceful relationships. As such, when determining Aboriginal sovereignty, jurisprudences, and perspectives, trans-systemic and \textit{sui generis} analyses are critical since one culture cannot be judged by the norms of another and each must be seen in its own terms.\textsuperscript{122} Governments, bureaucracies, academics, scholars, and the legal profession, who have refused to step outside the Eurocentric traditions and comprehend Aboriginal traditions, have not often understood this insight that Aboriginal traditions are distinct from Eurocentric traditions. Many courts and scholars have ignored the distinct traditions and have tried to place or integrate Aboriginal traditions within the Eurocentric tradition.

Aboriginal legal perspectives are transmitted in Aboriginal knowledges, languages, visions, and ceremonies. They comprise methods distinct from Eurocentrism. In Eurocentric legal thought, a legal tradition is usually conceptualised as ‘a set of deeply rooted, historically conditioned attitudes about the nature of law, about the role of law in society and the polity, about the proper organisation and operation of a legal system, and about the way law is or should be made, applied, studied, perfected, and taught.’\textsuperscript{123} Law professor Robert Cover described the operations of Eurocentric\textsuperscript{124} constitutional traditions:

\begin{quote}
A legal tradition ... includes not only a corpus juris, but also a language and a mythos—narratives in which the corpus juris is located by those whose wills act upon it. These myths establish the paradigms for behavior. They build relations between the normative and the material universe, between the constraints of reality and the demands of an ethic. These myths establish a repertoire of moves—a lexicon of normative action—that may be combined into meaningful patterns culled from meaningful patterns of the past.\textsuperscript{125}
\end{quote}

These legal traditions are shaped by the structure of European languages. For example, Eurocentric civil law is structured by the trichotomy of the linguistic approach reflected in the sacred and secular trinity of person-thing-action, while the common law is structured by the trichotomy of the English language reflected in the noun-verb-subject of its language. This is translated according to the language into person-action-thing.\textsuperscript{126} However, in the civil law tradition the proper order has been questioned over the centuries. Language is a fundamental aspect of systems of knowing, a process of communication of knowledge, doctrine, or technique.

Modern Eurocentric law was reconstructed on the legacy of concepts, methods, theories, and tacit assumptions handed down by the leading social theorists of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century. These social theorists of the imperial age—Tocqueville, Marx, Durkheim, Weber—rejected the established intellectual traditions in Eurocentrism, derived from the ancients and scholastic philosophy of the academics (or Schoolmen), especially Plato, Aristotle, and the translated Greek and Arabic treatises, generating a new identifiable ‘modern’ movement in Eurocentrism. In many ways, the Canadian legal system is based on a belief or convention of being untraditional, which is characterised by an ongoing denial of its historical roots or its past. A legal system may reject tradition, but cannot escape from it.\textsuperscript{127}

The Court’s decisions emphasise the importance of understanding how distinct Aboriginal knowledges and languages are from European knowledge and languages. Aboriginal knowledge systems are holistic; they do not fragment the holistic unity into separate parts. They do not distinguish between philosophy, human science, and law. The Elders and teachers resist separating Aboriginal knowledge into these European schemata or categories as such disconnection undermines the interrelationship integral to Aboriginal knowledge. Aboriginal knowledge stresses the principle of totality or holistic thought and shares the importance of using diverse modes to unfold these teachings and describe its sovereignty and legal traditions. Aboriginal legal traditions are derived from relationships, experiences, and reflections with families and ecosystems. They are conceptually self-sustaining and dynamically self-generating aspects of the knowledge system; they have never required an absolute sovereign, the will of a political state, or affirmation or enactment by a foreign government to be legitimate.\textsuperscript{128}

Aboriginal civilisation, confederacies, and societies developed their concepts of communal authority and legal traditions without any knowledge of European languages, \textit{mythos}, society, or legal traditions. Aboriginal legal traditions existed prior to contact between Aboriginal and European societies and prior to the assertion and protection of sovereignty by the imperial British Sovereign.\textsuperscript{129} The Court recognised that
this isolation makes Aboriginal legal traditions distinct from other legal traditions, and integral to their pre-existing Aboriginal Sovereignty and pre-existing way of life. The Court affirmed that neither the British sovereign, nor imperial law, nor the common law of colonisation, nor the constitution of Canada created distinct Aboriginal rights or constituted the source of them. It has stressed that Aboriginal rights are neither derived nor delegated from the British sovereign or law. Aboriginal rights flow from the customs and traditions of the Aboriginal peoples.

In Van der Peet, the Court emphasised the constitutionalisation of Aboriginal legal traditions and rights as distinct from their recognition by the common law. Because they are distinct sources of constitutional power, Parliament cannot extinguish these traditions or rights by legislation. The task of the courts is to protect the Aboriginality of activities and interests and to police the legislative processes that may interfere with these constitutional guarantees.

Since Aboriginal legal traditions are distinct from Eurocentric traditions, Aboriginal knowledge, sovereignty, and legal traditions are best studied in the structure and context of Aboriginal languages and consciousness. Most of these languages are being-or-action centred, which in the English language is called verb-centred. Aboriginal vocabularies, stories, methods of communication, and styles of performance and discourse all encode values and frame understanding. Elders and designated persons who speak Aboriginal languages are primary sources for and authorities on sui generis Aboriginal jurisdictions. The integrated methods of knowing cover all aspects of stored heritage as revealed through Aboriginal languages, memories, stories and ceremonies, and as learned and expressed through the oral and symbolic traditions and teachings of Aboriginal peoples.

Aboriginal legal traditions generate a sovereignty and legal order that is simultaneously heard, seen, felt, and savoured through holistic ceremonies and communal performances. It can be described as comparable (or analogous in legal expression) to the ‘synesthetic’ tradition of early Greek and Hebrew societies. Through dynamic symbiosis, Aboriginal traditions exist not as a thing or noun or rule but rather as the overlapping and interpenetrating processes or activities that represent teachings, customs, and agreements. Aboriginal peoples understand law as a force that lives through the ecology and personal conduct, rather than as something that has to be written or produced by specialised thought and reasoning. It is more a matter of processes than a matter of Eurocentric logic, causality, or structural theory.

Aboriginal legal traditions, both implicit and explicit, reflect to a Eurocentric ‘reasoning from first principles’, however these principles are derived from the ecology or nature about how to live well with the land and with other peoples. They reveal who Aboriginal peoples are, what they believe, what their experiences have been, and how they act. They reveal Aboriginal humanity’s belief in responsible freedoms and order.

The Court’s approach to Aboriginal sovereignty, traditions and rights means looking at the manner in which the society lived and the value and purpose of its traditional way of life. This is consistent with the interrelated view of Aboriginal knowledge in some languages. It is related to the concept of the right to life in international human rights and the Charter.

In general, Aboriginal knowledges have been described in Eurocentric thought as ‘a cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, handed down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another and their environment’. They form ‘a complete knowledge system with its own concepts of epistemology, philosophy, and scientific and logical validity’ that ‘can only be fully learned or understood by means of the pedagogy traditionally employed by these peoples themselves, including apprenticeship, ceremonies and practices.’

The Court has recognised and affirmed the interrelatedness of parts of Aboriginal knowledge and law. It affirms that the constitutional framework contains a spectrum of Aboriginal rights. The courts are generally unaware of the distinct nature or scope of the Aboriginal languages and uncertain about the Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions embedded in the languages and performances. Aboriginal lawyers and lawyers for Aboriginal peoples have sought to introduce facile linguistic categories of Aboriginal knowledge, but the judiciary have been cautious about using them.

The Court has and is using analogy to European legal theory to discuss the distinct Aboriginal legal traditions. This approach contradicts its sui generis analysis and continues to fragment Aboriginal knowledge into Eurocentric categories,
which creates methodological problems and should be used with caution.\textsuperscript{166} This analogy makes the incommensurability of the alterity and epistemology behind distinct Aboriginal knowledge systems and sovereignty appear to be comprehensible and reconcilable. It is a judicial attempt to master the knowledge gap and discursive disconnect presented by distinct legal traditions. It anticipates a trans-systemic legal tradition that the common law evidence and pleading codes have not formulated and often prevent.

Similar approaches by analogy have not been successful in Eurocentric philosophy, anthropology or linguistics. Aboriginal concepts have been distorted and severed from their holistic foundation. Non-Aboriginal scholars have studied Aboriginal worldviews, legal traditions and languages from Eurocentric perspectives, and have generated facile understandings under the label of an ideological order of reality,\textsuperscript{157} cognitive orientations, or ethno-metaphysical and primitive laws.\textsuperscript{158} This analogical approach has deluded scholars into thinking they are masters of a method or a legal tradition that is in fact still little more than a mystery. They never realised the approach by analogy is inconsistent with distinct traditions and at best an artificial crutch that needed to be cast off as soon as they could walk the talk.

However, only those who have been taught within the Aboriginal knowledge system itself, in its language, through lifelong learning, can really comprehend the deep structures of its legal traditions and how it operates as sovereignty and legal traditions. A fundamental issue of trans-systemic constitutional analysis or \textit{sui generis} analysis requires non-Aboriginal scholars and courts to be taught Aboriginal languages and how to translate or comprehend Aboriginal traditions.

Many courts have initiated this process of comprehending the distinct Aboriginal traditions on their own internal orientations. The process is not incommensurable; it is challenging. Chief Justice McLachlin of the Court cautions the courts that it is wrong to apply a Eurocentric perspective on an issue of Aboriginal title or rights: ‘The search for aboriginal title … takes us back to the beginnings of the notion of title. … It would be wrong to look for indicia of aboriginal title in deeds or Euro-centric assertions of ownership. Rather, we must look for the equivalent in the aboriginal culture at issue.’\textsuperscript{169} In determining the usefulness and reliability of oral traditions or history of Aboriginal peoples as evidence of Aboriginal title, the Court has held that judges must resist facile assumptions based on Eurocentric traditions of gathering and passing on historical facts and traditions. Oral histories of the Aboriginal peoples reflect the distinctive perspectives and cultures of the communities from which they originate and should not be discounted by the judges simply because they do not conform to the expectations of the Eurocentric traditions or perspective.\textsuperscript{160}

Similarly, Justice Vickers in the \textit{Tsilhqot’in Nation} case, stated: Courts that have favoured written modes of transmission over oral accounts have been criticized for taking an ethnocentric view of the evidence. Certainly the early decisions in this area did little to foster Aboriginal litigants’ trust in the court’s ability to view the evidence from an Aboriginal perspective. In order to truly hear the oral history and oral tradition evidence presented in these cases, courts must undergo their own process of decolonisation.\textsuperscript{161}

He states in his judgment that the richness of Tsilhqot’in language, the story of their long history on this continent, the wisdom of their oral traditions, and the strength and depth of their characters are a significant contribution to Canadian society. He notes that Tsilhqot’in people have survived despite centuries of colonization and the central question is whether Canadians can meet the challenges of decolonisation.\textsuperscript{162}

\section*{VI Honourable Governance}

The central doctrine of constitutional supremacy that protects Aboriginal and treaty rights is the honour of the Crown. The Court has found that it is vital for the Crown and its governments to comprehend and protect the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples through a systemic and pragmatic mechanism of making the Crown and governments act honourably toward these rights. This concept of the honour of the Crown generates a unique constitutional standard of honourable governance toward Aboriginal peoples.\textsuperscript{163} It generates the constitutional mechanism including consistency of policy and legislation,\textsuperscript{164} fiduciary duties,\textsuperscript{165} meaningful consultation, accommodation, and negotiation,\textsuperscript{166} and compensation for justified infringements and losses. Professor Brian Slattery has characterised the duty to consult with Aboriginal peoples as a ‘generative constitutional order’,\textsuperscript{167} which I conceptualise as constitutional dialogical governance.\textsuperscript{168} Both concepts reach similar conclusions. They acknowledge the constitutional
capacity, legitimacy and rights of Aboriginal peoples against governmental powers. It is a part of the deepening of our understanding of democracy of peoples and the innovative modalities of shared sovereignty. The importance of the processes of change and learning of dialogical governance or the generative constitutional order will be horizontal and cross-sectoral. These changes in constitutional governance will have to be integrated into every government program and service delivery as well as corporate agenda.

The honour of the Crown has been judicially described as a core precept that finds its application in concrete practices. It applies to discretionary powers and contexts as well as statutory interpretations. The Court has declared that the Crown may not simply adopt an ‘unstructured discretionary administrative regime’ which risks infringing Aboriginal or treaty rights in a substantial number of applications in the absence of some explicit guidance. Consultation must take place ‘when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it.’ In all cases, the honour of the Crown requires that the Crown act with good faith to provide meaningful consultation appropriate to the circumstances with a view to substantially addressing First Nations’ concerns as they are raised through a meaningful process of consultation. The Court has developed a variable or sliding approach to the intensity of each specific review required by the honour of the Crown. The graver the impact of the decision upon the First Nation affected by it, the more substantial the inquiry, the deeper the consultation, and justification required. In effect, the calibrated but hard edged standard of review operates like a resilient mechanism: the more the exercise of public power presses on the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples, the more the honour of the Crown resistance to that exercise increases, requiring consultation, accommodations, cogent reasons, and justification for the exercise of governmental power. The honour of the Crown affirms new patterns and processes of relationships between the First Nations and the symbolism and operation of the government. The doctrine is predicated on the idea that First Nations have constitutional rights and that any governmental action is constitutionally required to recognise these rights and to respect them. It operates with a strong presumption in favour of constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples.

The Court has determined that the Crown must do research on any project that may potentially interfere with the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples and must negotiate with them to sustain a respectful collaboration. The new context of good faith negotiations, including consultation and accommodation, is conceptualised as a consensual process where the rights of Aboriginal people converge with constitutional power and the rights of Canadian society. This convergence is not based on a trumping of constitutional rights by constitutional power, but on the developing of consensual strategies to effectively recognise, determine and implement these rights in a generous way in Canadian society. Constitutional supremacy makes possible, facilitates, and enhances constitutional democracy by creating an orderly framework within which people may make valid political decisions.

The Court has established the Crown’s duty of honourable dealings as part of ‘managing change’ and ‘managing’ the relationship between the Crown and constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples. It has rejected the Crown’s argument that this duty would ‘undermine the balance of federalism’. According to the revitalised doctrine of the honour of the Crown underlying the obligations of the federal and provincial governments toward recognising and affirming the Aboriginal and treaty rights of Aboriginal peoples, the Crown is required to negotiate with Aboriginal peoples to recognise, identify, and protect their rights, either potential or vested, in a contemporary and developing form.

The Court has established the need of legislatures and the bureaucracy to maintain the honour of the Crown with respect to both procedural and substantive rights, which establish dialogical relationships and governance. The management of the constitutional relationship takes place in the shadow of a long history of grievances and misunderstanding. The Court has rejected the historic policies of the Crown of deliberate avoidance or abeyance of the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples and related misprisions that created the impoverished concept of its duty and rights. It has noted the past and present multitude of smaller grievances of Aboriginal people created by the indifference of some government officials to Aboriginal people’s concerns about their rights.

In implementing the honour of the Crown as a fundamental concept and its corollary of honourable governance, the courts have described the doctrine as always at stake in its dealings with Indian people; it arises with the Crown’s assertion of sovereignty over Aboriginal lands; it generates the
obligation to treat Aboriginal peoples fairly and honourably, and to protect them from exploitation; it continues when ownership of the underlying title is vested in the Crown, it requires the Crown to act with honour and integrity, and to avoid even the appearance of ‘sharp dealing’; and it is involved in the resolution of claims.

Also, the honour of the Crown is involved in the process of treaty making. It infuses every treaty; assumes that the Crown intends to fulfill its promises and obligations; governs treaty interpretation; requires courts and administrators to interpret the treaties in a manner that maintains the honour of the crown; governs treaty application; infuses the performance of every treaty obligation; governs statutory provisions that have an impact upon treaty or Aboriginal rights; and must be approached in a manner that maintains the integrity of the Crown.

The Court has rejected the concept that the government does not have to consult with First Nations on any proposed policy or action that would affect Aboriginal and treaty rights. It has rejected the proposition that the constitutional rights of First Nations are dependent on the good will of the Crown or on non-legal political obligations, good practices, or common law duties only. The Court has called these legal assertions the ‘impoverished view’ of Crown duties. It states that the honour of the Crown demands good faith consultation when government contemplates or establishes legislation or policy that might impact on an asserted Aboriginal or treaty right, regardless of whether or not it has been judicially noticed.

In the absence of Crown policy, such as treaty implementation, the principles announced by the Court and affirmed by the First Nations-Federal Crown Political Accord (2005) will govern any constitutional issue. The Court has stated that constitutional law operates to avoid any perceived legal vacuum. The Court has declared that any federal law, policy, or process that fails or failed to implement or perform every clear treaty obligation would be a breach of constitutional supremacy. Similarly, if the Crown unilaterally acts in bad faith—that is if it has not considered the policy process consequence or does not attempt to minimise adverse impacts on a First Nation that results in them having no meaningful right, losing the opportunity to earn a livelihood, or existing in poverty—could be viewed as a breach of the honour of the Crown.

VII Trans-systemia

Section 35(1) of the Constitution Act 1982 has been viewed by the Court as providing the constitutional framework by which an honourable reconciliation between distinctive pre-existing Aboriginal societies and the Crown would occur. Chief Justice Lamer of the Court emphasised that fair and just reconciliation will take into account both Aboriginal and common law perspectives and place equal weight on each. Understandably, the Court is uneducated about Aboriginal knowledge and its languages, traditions, and performance methods. While the Court has firmly acknowledged that Aboriginal peoples have generated a distinct structure, medium and content of Aboriginal sovereignty, knowledge, and jurisprudences from Eurocentrism that underlie their constitutional rights, out of necessity in each case it has had to develop its decisions based on Eurocentric methods and fragile and tentative understanding of Aboriginal knowledge and legal traditions. This has been a challenging and complex vantage point of an emerging trans-systemic approach in constitutional law, beyond the familiar Eurocentrism and the common and civil law traditions.

In its adjudicative decisions, the Court has affirmed the divide among the distinct legal traditions and the necessity of constructing a bridge between the distinct traditions to generate an ‘intersocietal’ legal system and constructs diverse ways of reconciling, sustaining, and synthesising these traditions.

In Aboriginal and treaty rights controversies, then, the first operation of the Court in establishing the constitutional framework has been to be critical about, tactical in reinterpretation, and independent from British or European legal traditions and their institutions, while the second operation is generating a trans-systemic symbiosis, which is a promising practice model of reconciling Eurocentric systems of knowledge with Aboriginal systems of knowledge. With the help of this judicial transformation, Canadians can rethink the established institutions and can breathe new meaning and new life into them.

Trans-systemic legal symbiosis is an innovative constitutional method. The simplest way to define the method is to say that it represents a way to think clearly and connectedly about the many legal traditions that inform and shape Canadian law and justice. It is based on the ability to recognise and affirm that in Canada, law is made up of many legal
traditions, which has been one of the chief lessons taught by the Court in postcolonial constitutional law over the past few decades. Trans-systemic symbiosis is designed to promote a more profound and coherent understanding of fundamental epistemologies that mould the jurisprudential consciousness and legal principles of Canadian law rather than simply teaching the logic of a single system of law. It is an attempt to understand the deep and implicit structure of humanity, ecology, and civilisations; an attempt to appreciate knowledge over information.

Through its honourable convergence of knowledge systems, trans-systemic legal symbiosis by the Court has acknowledged and affirmed Aboriginal sovereignty, knowledge, and its version of humanity and legal traditions. Trans-systemic legal symbiosis is an indispensable antidote to ethnocentric bias in Canadian legal reasoning and courts' decisions. It enables Aboriginal peoples to become secure with their densely shared traditions, heritages and culture while restraining popular settler majorities and their legislative and policy power under law. It relieves distinct ways of living and cultural diversity of some of its terrors, both past and present.

In constructing this intersocietal or trans-systemic approach by constitutional reconciliation, the Court has recognised and affirmed that Aboriginal sovereignty and jurisprudence has its own genesis and unique philosophical precepts. It has affirmed that Aboriginal legal traditions represent a distinct knowledge and legal system with its internal *sui generis* method of analysis. Aboriginal legal traditions are based on distinct narratives and categories integral to Aboriginal languages that give normative force to interpretation and analysis of its legal performances. It presents a unique set of interpretive and consensual methods of problem solving. It has a unique set of rhetorical operations and decisional conventions, engrained through performance and dialogue.

The Court has recognised that Aboriginal legal traditions or jurisprudences do not depend for their existence on consistency or coherence with certain political principles or processes that create Canadian statutory law and bureaucratic administration. The Court has noted that neither imperial law nor common law has required adherence of Aboriginal rights to the doctrinal categories, rules, rights and distinctions based on British and French jurisprudence. In constitutional theory, the *sui generis* constitutional framework of Aboriginal peoples’ sovereignty and jurisprudence is distinct from Canadian, British, and civil jurisprudence. These judicial interpretations recognise and supplement the constitutional authority of these concepts, but they do not create them.

The Court is still developing a mode of explanation that will show how the elements of the constitution ‘fit together’ or converge. To resolve these inconsistent concepts of Crown power and duty and Aboriginal and treaty rights, the Court generated a theory of constitutional reconciliation between distinctive pre-existing sovereignty and rights of Aboriginal societies and the federated Crowns in Canada. The constitutional purpose of reconciling the place of Aboriginal peoples within the Canadian state is an evolving and living part of constitutional law — its purposes are to assist in reconciling the rights and interests that arise from their distinctive societies with the sovereignty of the Crown and to enhance Aboriginal peoples’ survival as distinctive communities. As the Court has noted, constitutional reconciliation is a necessary political process that is guided by the constitutional law. ‘This process of reconciliation,’ Chief Justice McLachlin stated for the Court, flows from the Crown’s duty of honourable dealing toward Aboriginal peoples, which arises in turn from the Crown’s assertion of sovereignty over an Aboriginal people and *de facto* control of land and resources that were formerly in the control of that people.

Constitutional reconciliation is not extinguishment or modification or trumping of Aboriginal and treaty rights; it is a convergence or learning to read them together with other constitutional powers and make other intergovernmental agreements, legislation and policy consistent with them. The process of reconciliation is not motivated by an assimilative desire to make Aboriginal legal traditions more like common law traditions, but rather to gain a better comprehension of the ways to converge and reconcile them.

Still, the Court has not been able to identify a way to move beyond the Eurocentric method of rationalising analysis in explaining Aboriginal peoples’ rights or in its discussion of constitutional reconciliation. It understands the value of articulating a *sui generis* method, but its case-by-case approach has not fashioned a coherent *sui generis* method based on Aboriginal knowledge, language and traditions that displaces what the logical and the causal modes of explanation have in common (despite their important
divergence): the concern with sequence and the search for relationships of necessity. It is still searching for a persuasive model, or models, of constitutional analysis and reconciliation that respects Aboriginal traditions in a dynamic, coherent, and legitimate manner.

The Court is aware that it cannot construct the *sui generis* approach to Aboriginal rights or a trans-systemic symbiosis without Aboriginal peoples transmitting their knowledges or traditions. It has affirmed the value of lawyers pleading evidence and law school teaching the judiciary ways to comprehend Aboriginal knowledge systems and legal traditions, stating that each substantive Aboriginal right would normally include the incidental right of the Aboriginal peoples to teach such customs and traditions to ensure the continuity of Aboriginal customs and traditions.218 This learning process of Aboriginal legal traditions by the courts should create new tools and methods to aid in the transformation and a credible account of structural change of law, institutional arrangements, and associated beliefs that shape the practical and conversational routines of peoples. Both the new *sui generis* analysis and the trans-systemic symbiosis has to acknowledge the transformative possibilities of the constitutional reforms, giving Canadians the power to decolonise the past and make a new future, freeing Canada from fictions about the present. Learning Aboriginal legal tradition decribes Canadian law, remembers and restores Aboriginal sovereignty and law, and revises Canadian sovereignty and law.

This shift in judicial consciousness is complex, but manageable. It requires the judges to move beyond Eurocentrism, colonial precedents, statutory interpretation, and deference to Parliament. Canadian society needs to move beyond treating Eurocentric colonialism as the cumulative residue of ‘civilisational’ realism, which disconnects principles of justice from institutional design (or façade) and fetishism. This approach leads to the pervasive and clinging belief in the status quo as a natural, predetermined, and necessary institutional expression and legal thought.

Trans-systemic legal symbiosis establishes the premises to understand, respect, and substantially converge and reconcile the Eurocentric legal traditions of common law and civil law with the distinct, constitutionalised legal traditions of the Aboriginal peoples. These Eurocentric and Aboriginal legal traditions represent distinct genealogies of legal order, distinct linguistic traditions. Trans-systemic symbiosis must reveal not only the uneasy distinctions between these legal traditions and their methods but also the latent shared consciousness (if any) about the terms of life. Many distinct challenges exist in both searches toward a justified order.

Trans-systemic constitutional symbiosis is a way to sustain the existing commitment to patriated constitutionalism, the rule of law, legal traditions, and a regime of rights. It is a way of animating the constitutional commitment to remedy the past legal and political abuses of Aboriginal legal traditions by the extraordinary problems created by colonialism. This *pianissimo* remedy of affirming their Aboriginal and treaty rights and their *sui generis* legal traditions makes the powerless peoples in Canada the beneficiaries of constitutional reform. These constitutional reforms and the doctrine of the honour of the Crown establish the legal authority to tame the power of the majority with its rights-defeating advantages and to protect the impoverished from obvious disadvantages.

Trans-systemic symbiosis creates a distinct method for the courts and for academics for approaching Aboriginal traditions and knowledges. It is a way of being cognitively alive, of being conscious as humanity changes the presence of colonial traditions, decolonising legal inheritances into the future, to create a framework for just societies. It seeks to identify and to resolve the unstable relation between assumptions about governmental power and their methods, policies and practices of their institutions, and the inherent and constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples. It allows for an imaginative and noble intellectual effort to construct and reconstruct power into honourable action, policy, and practices. It operates in detail to generate decent and just action to improve governance. As the sense of honourable government in politics is broadened, life-ways becomes the controlling mission of trans-systemic legal symbiosis. It addresses what the nature of political power and legal knowledge is and what it means to think like a postcolonial lawyer. It is a convergence of theoretical, constitutional, and practical. It has a potential for sharpening, deepening, and expanding the lenses through which one perceives justice.

---
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